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The Angel of Light plays a significant role in false teachers and may also be involved in hindering one’s
connection to the true God. In Lucifer’s Kingdom the Angel of Light seems to reign over a pyramid of
nothingness, which will be reflected in this renunciation.

Preliminary Instructions:
1. If you are a ritual abuse survivor or plagued by significant demonic manifestations, pray the “Binding
and Separating Prayer” before doing this renunciation.
2. Get the person’s agreement to the overall purpose of the renunciation. This gives you a basis to appeal to
God on behalf of the person if the person gets blocked from being able to speak at any time.
 You can do this by asking:
Do you desire to be completely disconnected from the Angel of Light, the Pyramid of Nothingness,
and all that is connected to them?
 If the person does reach a point at which he or she is not able to speak or has been switched out of the
presenting position, you can appeal to God in the following manner:
Ancient of Days, I appeal to You that _______ has already spoken his/her will that he/she desires to
be completely disconnected from the Angel of Light, the Pyramid of Nothingness, and all that is
connected to them. Therefore, I ask You to take authority over all evil beings, ungodly entities, and
familial spirits and cancel their assignments and restrain their abilities to interfere in this process in
any way. Lord Jesus Christ, I ask You to step before the Father’s throne as _________’s Advocate,
and intercede on his/her behalf to allow him/her to be able to return to a position to finish this
renunciation.
As you wait for this to happen, continue to give praise and honor and worship to the Most High God.
This renunciation is presented in two formats.
1. The first is a prayer that can be prayed by the person.
2. If this is not easy for the person to do, you may use the second format below it, which allows the
facilitator to ask the person yes or no questions in order to get the necessary statements of his/her free
will (“the word of their testimony” Rev. 12:11), after which the facilitator can pray on behalf of the
person.
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This is a preliminary and developing renunciation based on current understanding.
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Direct Prayer Format
I. Generational Repentance
Ancient of Days, I come before You as Judge of all the earth, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, my
Savior and Advocate before Your throne, to declare that I stand in the gap on behalf of my ancestral
lines on my mother’s and my father’s sides (both biological and those who raised me—if different) to
acknowledge, renounce, and confess on their behalf the iniquities of:
 Allowing themselves to be mesmerized and deceived by the Angel of Light and false teachers who
enslave, devour, take advantage of others, and exalt themselves;
 Allowing their minds to be led astray to follow that which presented itself to be God but was not God;
 Entertaining and/or receiving false spirits as if they were God-sent angels;
 Entertaining and following deceptive voices and thoughts coming from Satan, the Angel of Light, or
any of their representatives or agents;
 Following myths and speculations not in alignment with God’s truth;
 Presenting themselves as true apostles of Christ and servants of righteousness when they were actually
false apostles and deceitful workers engaged in adulterating the Bride of Christ;
 Making contracts with the Angel of Light to acquire some of the false light;
 Dedicating or making agreements promising future generations a place in the realm of nothingness and
connected to the false light of the Angel of Light;
Father, I declare before You that I forgive my ancestors for these actions that brought these generational
inheritances and their consequences into my life. (Mention any specific ones that come to mind.) I
relinquish all desires to bring judgement against them into Your hands.
I renounce and repent of any and every way that any part of me has, knowingly or unknowingly,
willingly or unwillingly, participated in this kind of iniquity myself. (Be specific about any ways that
God brings to your mind.)
I ask You, on the basis of what I have just stated and the shed blood of Jesus Christ, to remove these
generational inheritances and their curses from my life and from the lives of my descendants going
forward a thousand generations.
I also ask You to remove, or disconnect us from, all evil spiritual beings, ungodly entities, familial
spirits, manipulated life forms, or anything else that gained access to us because of these generational
inheritances. I ask You to pass judgment on them, to dispatch them to the destinations of Your
choosing, as appropriate, to fill the evacuated places with Your true Holy Spirit, and to seal with the
blood of the Lord Jesus Christ all portals and orifices they used for access to us.
Gracious Father, as You remove these generational curses from us, will You please release any of Your
generational blessings that have been blocked because of them? Thank you, Most High God.

II. Breaking any Generational Covenant
Ancient of Days, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I also declare before You that I reject all
covenants, bargains, barters, bequests, and/or pre-eminent agreements (hereafter called covenants in
this renunciation) that any of my parents, grandparents, or other relatives, ancestors or step-relatives
made with Lucifer/Satan or any being serving under him to commit me to connection with the Angel of
Light and the Pyramid of Nothingness. I ask You to nullify them completely and forever with the blood
of the Lord Jesus Christ as well as any sacrifices or any mixing or drinking of blood that empowered
them. Please also cancel the benefits that were gained by my ancestors or other relatives in making this
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covenant. I declare to You that I accept and desire to follow fully the destiny that You designed and
placed within me when You created me and released me into life.
I ask You to remove or disconnect me from the entire hierarchy of evil spiritual beings and ungodly
entities that gained access to me because of the ancestral covenant that was made as well as from all
ungodly powers, forces, energies, lights, life forces, winds, mists, slimes, and anything else that gained
access to me because of it. Please, also disconnect me from all evil spiritual or ungodly lines, grids,
planes, networks, and satellite systems to which I was connected because of any such covenants.
If the covenant resulted in me being connected into a triad or quadriad with Lucifer, the Dragon, the
Beast, the False Prophet, the Angel of Light, or any other evil cosmic being or ungodly entity and the
spirit of the ancestor making the transaction, I ask in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ that You would
completely sever it and release me from all connection to the other beings.
If any dissociated part of me or of my created-by-You life force was taken into captivity in another
dimension, realm, or void between them; including in the underworld, the pit of hell, the abyss, the
black hole, the place of utter darkness, Satan’s counterfeit realms of darkness, light, and all the colors of
the rainbow because of the covenant, will You please return them to me safely, cleansed by the blood of
Jesus Christ of all entities, attachments, inserts, connections, and contamination of any kind? When
they are safely returned from these places, I ask You to disconnect me from all spiritual conduits
connecting me to the places where they were, close them off, and seal them with the blood of the Lord
Jesus Christ.
I declare that I reject all allegiance to the counterfeit sun, moon, morning star, and other spiritual
authorities ruling over the places where they were, and I ask You to disconnect me from the entire
hierarchy of evil spiritual and ungodly entities connected to them.
I also ask You to break all ungodly relationship bonds between me and:
 The people and entities involved in making the covenant;
 The entity or entities with whom the covenant was made;
 All other participants in the ceremony, including the witnesses and whomever officiated;
 All sacrifices made to empower the transaction;
 All people that provided blood for the blood covenant;
 All members of any triad or quadriad that was formed with me;
 All spiritual authorities over any dimension or realm where any part of me was taken;
 All people and entities with whom these people and entities were in ungodly relationship bonds.
Please remove from me any part of their souls, spirits, or life forces that intermingled with mine and
return to me, cleansed by the blood of Jesus Christ, any part of my soul, spirit, or life force that
intermingled with theirs. Also remove, or disconnect me from, all evil spiritual beings, ungodly
entities, powers, forces, energies, lights, life forces, winds, mists, slimes, manipulated life forms or
structures, robotic or mechanical creatures, or anything else that gained access to me through these
ungodly bonds. When these exchanges are complete, please sever the spiritual conduits between us,
close them, and seal them with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ.
I ask that You pass judgment on all evil spiritual beings and ungodly entities removed from me,
dispatch them to the destinations of Your choice, as appropriate, fill the evacuated places in me with
Your true Holy Spirit, and close and seal the portals they used for access with the blood of the Lord
Jesus Christ;
I ask You in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ to cancel and to remove from me everything in my entire
life that was a further development or effect of these covenants that were made against my will.
I also ask You, Most High God, to nullify forever with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ any curses set
to be released if I should break these covenants concerning my life.
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Please also apply everything that I have requested for myself to my entire generational line going
forward.
Ancient of Days, I ask You to seal this work and to declare in Your heavenly court that no retribution or
retaliation whatsoever is permitted.

III.

Personal Deliverance
Ancient of Days, I continue in prayer before You, and in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I declare
my allegiance to the true Jehovah God; His Son, the true Lord Jesus Christ; and the true Holy Spirit and
renounce any and all allegiance given by any part of me, knowingly or unknowingly, willingly or
unwillingly, to any counterfeits of them or to any deceptive Angel of Light. I desire to be part of the
pure, unadulterated Bride of Christ, following the simplicity and purity of devotion to Jesus Christ
alone. I renounce all teachings I may have received from any false teacher and/or false prophet who
tried to enslave, devour, or lead me astray in any way.
I renounce, on behalf of every part of myself, making any kind of contract with the Angel of Light to
acquire some of the false light, and I ask You to nullify it with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ. I ask
You to remove any false light that I received. I confess and renounce any way that I have shared
anything with others that was tainted with a false light. If at all possible, I ask You to remove it from
those with whom I shared it.
I ask You to disconnect me and my eye gate completely from the Angel of Light and all of his or her
attendants and guardians, from the Pyramid of Nothingness and its eye and the light and power
emanating from it and carried by the Angel of Light, and from all evil beings and ungodly entities of
any kind or rank connected to the Angel of Light and/or the Pyramid of Nothingness, including those at
its apexes. Remove me from all of their deceptions.
Please remove from me any kind of empowering or sustaining core or shaft connecting me to the Angel
of Light and/or the Pyramid of Nothingness, along with all connecting structures, and any entities of an
evil spiritual or ungodly nature connected to these things, including any kinds of manipulated life forms
or robotic or mechanical creatures. I renounce all powers of sorcery and alchemy used to make them
permanent and ask You to remove those powers from them as well as all life force, redeeming the life
force according to your will. Please remove all of these structures in all of their multi-dimensional and
transmutable representations along with all mirror and holographic images, reflections, shadows, backups generations, and self-replicating mechanisms, and disconnect all manipulated molecular structures,
manipulated life forms, and robotic or mechanical creatures from their computers and handlers, and
dispose of them according to Your will.
I declare that I reject all allegiance to the Counterfeit Morning Star and any powers of genesis it carries.
I ask You to disconnect me completely from it as well as from all of the dimensions in which the
Counterfeit Morning Star and/or the Angel of Light operate and close these dimensions off from me.
I also ask You to disconnect me completely from all the powers of yin and yang and the entire
apparatus of the revolving and reflecting of the black and white lights and powers of Lucifer’s
Kingdom.
Ancient of Days, I ask You to break any connection I have to a triad of Lucifer, Lucifera, and the Angel
of Light; the powers they carry; and the hierarchy of evil and ungodly entities connected to them. I ask
You to also break any connection I have to any triad of Lucifer, the Queen of Heaven, and the Angel of
Light and the hierarchy of evil and ungodly entities connected to them.
I ask You to break all triads formed with me, the Angel of Light, and an ancestral spirit or any other
spiritual being of any kind, including any Nephilim, Rephaim, animal, or hybrid spirits. I ask You to
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disconnect me completely from any triad of the Angel of Light, any animal spirit, and any ancestral
spirit that was connected to me.
I renounce and ask You to disconnect me completely from any rotating use of my body by ancestral
spirits, animal spirits, the Angel of Light, or any other ungodly spirit so that if the triad rotates the
ancestor can no longer manifest in me, and if it rotates again, the animal spirit can no longer manifest in
me, and if it rotates again, the Angel of Light can no longer manifest in me.
Also disconnect me from any network of shape-shifters that might have influence over me.
Ancient of Days, I ask You to remove all toxins and/or debris left behind in my body, soul, or spirit by
the inhabitation of any of these beings, cleansing my body, soul, and spirit with the blood of the Lord
Jesus Christ.
I also ask You to break all ungodly relationship bonds between me and:
 The Angel of Light and all entities at all apexes and junctures of the Pyramid of Nothingness;
 All evil and ungodly spirits, ancestral spirits, and animal spirits involved in triad connections to me;
 Any false teachers or prophets whose influence I have been under;
 Any network of shape-shifters that might have influence over me;
 All people and entities with whom these people and entities were in ungodly relationship bonds.
Please remove from me any part of their souls, spirits, or life forces that intermingled with mine and
return to me, cleansed by the blood of Jesus Christ, any part of my soul, spirit, or life force that
intermingled with theirs. Also remove, or disconnect me from, all evil spiritual beings; ungodly entities;
familial spirits; usurped powers, forces, energies, lights, life forces, winds, mists, slimes; manipulated
life forms or structures; robotic or mechanical creatures; or anything else that gained access to me
through these ungodly bonds. When these exchanges are complete, please sever the spiritual conduits
between us, close them, and seal them with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ.
Ancient of Days, I ask You to pass judgment on all evil spiritual beings and ungodly entities removed
from me, dispatch them to the destinations of Your choosing, as appropriate, fill the evacuated places in
me with Your true Holy Spirit, and close and seal with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ the portals
and orifices they used for access to me.
I also ask You to nullify with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ any curses set to be released if I should
do any of what I have done before You today.
Please cleanse with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ and His living water every part of my spirit, soul,
and body, down to a cellular and intracellular level; including my mitochondria, DNA, RNA, epigenetic
markers, and the very image of God in which You created me; from all effects of the things You have
removed and disconnected me from today.
Please apply everything that I have requested for myself to my entire generational line going forward.
Most High God, I ask You to re-lay within me a proper foundation of Jesus Christ as the Chief
Cornerstone in my life and give me keen discernment to be able to recognize and reject anything
coming from a false light or from false teachers or false prophets. Please purify, bless, and amplify my
use in ministry going forward.
Ancient of Days, I also ask You to seal this work and to declare in Your heavenly court that no
retribution or retaliation whatsoever is permitted.
Thank You, Most High God.

Facilitator Led Format
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I. Generational repentance
A. Ask the individual:
1. Are you willing to stand in the gap on behalf of your ancestral lines on your mother’s and father’s
sides (both biological and those who raised you—if different) to acknowledge, renounce, and to
confess on their behalf the iniquities of:
 Allowing themselves to be mesmerized and deceived by the Angel of Light and false teachers
who enslave, devour, take advantage of others, and exalt themselves;
 Allowing their minds to be led astray to follow that which presented itself to be God but was
not God;
 Entertaining and/or receiving false spirits as if they were God-sent angels;
 Entertaining and following deceptive voices and thoughts coming from Satan, the Angel of
Light, or any of their representatives or agents;
 Following myths and speculations not in alignment with God’s truth;
 Presenting themselves as true apostles of Christ and servants of righteousness when they were
actually false apostles and deceitful workers engaged in adulterating the Bride of Christ;
 Making contracts with the Angel of Light to acquire some of the false light;
 Dedicating or making agreements promising future generations a place in the realm of
nothingness and connected to the false light of the Angel of Light;
2. Do you forgive your ancestors for these actions that brought these generational inheritances and
their consequences into your life, putting all responsibility for bringing judgment on them into
God’s hands?
3. Do you renounce and repent of any and every way that any part of you has, knowingly or
unknowingly, willingly or unwillingly, participated in this kind of iniquity yourself?
2. Pray:
Ancient of Days, as Judge of heaven and earth, I come to You on behalf of _______ in the name of
the Lord Jesus Christ, our Savior, Lord, and Advocate before Your throne and ask You to honor
his/her free will choices, and through the power of the shed blood of the Lord Jesus Christ to break
these generational inheritances and their curses from his/her life and from the lives of his/her
descendants going forward for a thousand generations.
I ask You to remove from them all evil beings, ungodly entities, familial spirits, manipulated life
forms, and anything else that gained access to them because of these generational inheritances and
their curses. Pass judgment on them, dispatch them to the destinations of Your choosing as
appropriate, fill all evacuated places with Your true Holy Spirit, and close and seal with the blood of
the Lord Jesus Christ all portals and orifices they used for access to them.
Gracious Father, as You remove these generational curses, will You please release any of Your
generational blessings intended for them that were blocked because of these generational iniquities?
Thank you, Most High God.

II. Breaking any Generational Covenant
A. Ask the individual the following questions:
1. Do you reject all bargains, covenants, bequests and/or pre-eminent agreements (hereafter called
covenants in this renunciation) that any of your parents, grandparents, or other relatives, ancestors,
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or step-relatives made with Lucifer/Satan or any being serving under him to commit you to
connection with the Angel of Light and the Pyramid of Nothingness?
2. Do you desire the Most High God to nullify them completely and forever with the blood of the
Lord Jesus Christ as well as any sacrifices or mixing or drinking of blood that empowered
them?
3. Do you desire Him to cancel the benefits gained by the ancestor or other individual?
4. Do you accept and desire to follow fully the destiny that God designed and placed within you
when He created you and released you into life?
5. Do you desire to be completely disconnected from the entire hierarchy of evil spiritual beings
and ungodly entities that gained access to you, as well as all usurped powers, forces, energies,
lights, life forces, winds, mists, slimes, and anything else, because of any ancestral covenants
that were made?
6. Do you desire to be disconnected from all evil spiritual or ungodly lines, grids, planes,
networks, and satellite systems to which you were connected because of these covenants?
7. If these covenants resulted in you being connected into a triad or quadriad with Lucifer, the
Dragon, the Beast, the False Prophet, the Angel of Light, or any other evil cosmic being or
ungodly entity and the spirit of the ancestor making the transaction, do you desire the Most High
God to sever that triad or quadriad, releasing you from all connection to the other beings?
8. If any dissociated part of you or your created-by-God life force was taken into captivity in
another dimension, realm, or void between them; including in the underworld, the pit of hell, the
abyss, the black hole, the place of utter darkness, Satan’s counterfeit realms of darkness, light,
and all the colors of the rainbow; because of the covenants, do you want them to be returned to
you safely, cleansed by the blood of Jesus Christ of all entities, attachments, inserts,
connections, and contamination of any kind?
9. When your parts are safely returned from these places, do you desire the Most High God to
disconnect you from all spiritual conduits connecting you to the places where they were and to
close them off and seal them with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ?
10. Do you reject all allegiance to the counterfeit sun, moon, morning star, and other spiritual
authorities ruling over the places where they were, and desire to be disconnected from the entire
hierarchy of evil spiritual and ungodly entities connected to them?
11. Do you desire to break all ungodly relationship bonds with:
 The people and entities involved in making the covenant;
 All other participants in the ceremony, including the witnesses and whomever officiated it;
 All sacrifices made to empower the transaction;
 All people that provided blood for the blood covenant;
 The entity or entities with whom the covenant was made;
 All members of any triad or quadriad that was formed with you;
 All spiritual authorities over any dimension or realm where any part of you was taken;
 All people and entities with whom these people and entities were in ungodly relationship bonds.
12. Do you desire for the Most High God to cancel and remove from you everything in your life
that was a further development or effect of these covenants or other types of agreements that
were made concerning your life against your will?
13. Do you desire the Most High God to nullify forever any curses set to be released if you should
break this ancestral covenant concerning your life?
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B. Ask the Ancient of Days to honor these requests and in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ to:
1. Nullify forever with the shed blood of the Lord Jesus Christ all covenants that any of
__________’s parents, grandparents, or other relatives, ancestors, or step-relatives made with
Lucifer/Satan or any being serving under him to connect him/her to the Angel of Light and the
Pyramid of Nothingness as well as all sacrifices or mixing or drinking of blood that empowered
them;
2. Cancel all the benefits gained by the ancestor or any other relative who participated;
3. Disconnect _________ from the entire hierarchy of evil spiritual beings and ungodly entities
that gained access to him/her because of these covenants and what they predestined him/her to
in Lucifer’s Kingdom;
4. Disconnect ________ from all usurped powers, forces, energies, lights, life forces, mists, winds,
and slimes and from all evil spiritual or ungodly lines, grids, planes, networks, satellite systems,
and anything else to which he/she was connected because of these covenants;
5. Break any triad or quadriad that was made with ________ and Lucifer, the Dragon, the Beast,
the False Prophet, the Angel of Light, or any other evil cosmic being or ungodly entity and the
spirit of the ancestor making the transaction; and release him/her from all connection to the
other beings;
6. Return to __________ completely cleansed by the blood of Jesus Christ and with all entities,
attachments, inserts, connections, and contamination of any kind removed; any dissociated part
or created-by-You life force that was taken into captivity in another dimension, realm, or void
between them; including in the underworld, the pit of hell, the abyss, the black hole, the place of
utter darkness, Satan’s counterfeit realms of darkness, light, and all the colors of the rainbow;
because of these covenants;
7. Disconnect _________ from all spiritual conduits connecting him/her to any of these places
once all parts and/or life force are returned from them. Then close the openings to them and seal
them with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ;
8. Disconnect _________ from the counterfeit sun, moon, morning star, and other spiritual
authorities ruling over these places and the entire hierarchy of spiritual and ungodly entities
connected to them;
9. Break all ungodly relationship bonds between ________ and:
 The people involved in making the covenant;
 All other participants in the ceremony, including the witnesses and whomever officiated;
 All sacrifices made to empower the transaction;
 All people who provided blood for the blood covenant;
 The entity or entities with whom the covenant was made;
 All members of any triad or quadriad that was formed with _________;
 All spiritual authorities over any dimension or realm where any part of ________ was taken;
 All people and entities with whom these people and entities were in ungodly relationship bonds;
10. Remove, or disconnect from _________, all evil spiritual beings; ungodly entities; usurped
powers, forces, energies, lights, life forces, winds, mists, slimes; manipulated life forms or
structures; robotic or mechanical creatures; or anything else that gained access to him/her
through these ungodly bonds. When these exchanges are complete, please sever the spiritual
conduits between them, close them, and seal them with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ;
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11. Remove every part of their souls, spirits, or life forces that intermingled with ________’s and
return to him/her, cleansed by the blood of Jesus Christ, any part of his/her soul, spirit, or life
force that intermingled with theirs; and when these exchanges are complete, sever the spiritual
conduits between them, close them, and seal them with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ;
12. Pass judgment on all evil spiritual beings and ungodly entities removed from _________,
dispatch them to the destination of Your choosing as appropriate, fill the evacuated places with
Your true Holy Spirit, and close and seal the portals they used for access with the blood of the
Lord Jesus Christ;
13. Nullify and remove from _________ everything in his/her life that was a further development or
effect of these covenants or other types of agreements that were made against his/her will;
14. Nullify forever with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ any curses set to be released if _______
should break this ancestral covenant concerning his/her life;
15. Apply everything that was stated to __________’s generational line going forward.
16. Seal this work and declare that no retribution or retaliation whatsoever is permitted.

III. Personal Deliverance
A. Ask the person the following questions:
1. Do you declare your allegiance to the true Jehovah God; His Son, the true Lord Jesus Christ;
and the true Holy Spirit and renounce any and all allegiance given by any part of you,
knowingly or unknowingly, willingly or unwillingly, to any counterfeits of them or to any
deceptive Angel of Light?
3. Do you declare your desire to be part of the pure, unadulterated Bride of Christ following the
simplicity and purity of devotion to Christ alone?
4. Do you renounce all teachings you may have received from any false teacher and/or false
prophet who tried to enslave, devour, or lead you astray in any way?
5. Do you renounce on behalf of every part of yourself making any kind of contract with the Angel
of Light to acquire some of the false light?
6 Do you desire the Most High God to nullify forever any such contract with the blood of the
Lord Jesus Christ?
7. Do you desire the Most High God to remove any of false light that you received?
8. Do you confess and renounce any way that you have shared anything with others that was
tainted with a false light?
9. If possible, do you desire the Most High God to remove it from those people?
10. Do you desire for yourself and your eye gate to be completely disconnected from the Angel of
Light and from all of his or her attendants and guardians, from the Pyramid of Nothingness and
its eye and the light and power emanating from it and carried by the Angel of Light, as well as
from all evil and ungodly entities of any kind or rank connected to the Angel of Light and/or to
the Pyramid of Nothingness, including those at its apexes?
11. Do you renounce and desire the Most High God to remove you from all of their deceptions?
12. Do you desire the Most High God to remove from you any kind of empowering or sustaining
core or shaft connecting you to the Angel of Light and/or the Pyramid of Nothingness, along
with all connecting structures?
13. If there are any entities of an evil spiritual or ungodly nature connected to these things or as any
kind of manipulated life forms or robotic or mechanical creatures, do you desire the Most High
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God to remove them and to disconnect everything that is artificially made from all computers
and handlers and to dispose of them according to His will?
14. Do you renounce all powers of sorcery and alchemy and desire the Most High God to remove
them from any framework structures involved?
15. Do you desire Him to remove any life force in any framework structures and to redeem it
according to His will?
16. Do you renounce and desire to be completely disconnected from the light of the Counterfeit
Morning Star and any powers of genesis it carries?
17. Do you desire the Most High God to disconnect you from all the dimensions in which the Angel
of Light and/or the Counterfeit Morning Star operate and to close you off from those
dimensions?
18. Do you desire the Most High God to disconnect you completely from all the powers of yin and
yang and the entire apparatus of the revolving and reflecting of the black and white lights and
powers of Lucifer’s Kingdom?
19. Do you desire the Most High God to sever any connection you have to the triad of Lucifer,
Lucifera, and the Angel of Light and to the powers they carry and the hierarchy of evil and
ungodly entities connected to them?
20. Do you desire the Most High God to sever any connection you have to any triad of Lucifer, the
Queen of Heaven, the Angel of Light, and the hierarchy of evil and ungodly entities connected
to them?
21. Do you desire the Most High God to break all triads formed with you, the Angel of Light, and
any ancestral spirit or any other spiritual being of any kind, including any Nephilim, Rephaim,
animal, or hybrid spirits?
22. Do you desire the Most High God to disconnect you from any triad of the Angel of Light, an
animal spirit, and an ancestral spirit connected to you?
23. Do you renounce and desire to be completely disconnected from any rotating use of your body
by ancestral spirits, animal spirits, or the Angel of Light or any other ungodly spirit?
24. Do you desire to be disconnected from any network of shape-shifters that might have influence
over you?
25. Do you desire all toxins and/or debris left behind in your body, soul, or spirit by the inhabitation
of any of these to be removed and your body, soul, and spirit to be cleansed of all effects of
these inhabitations?
26. Do you desire to break all ungodly relationship bonds with:
 The Angel of Light and all entities at all apexes and junctures of the Pyramid of
Nothingness;
 All evil and ungodly spirits, ancestral spirits, and animal spirits involved in triad connections
to you;
 All false teachers or prophets whose influence you have been under;
 Any network of shape-shifters that might have influence over you;
 All people and entities with whom these people and entities are or were in ungodly relationship
bonds.
27. Do you desire the Most High God to nullify with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ any curses set
to be released if you do what you have done today?
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28. Do you desire the Most High God to cleanse and heal your body, soul, and spirit from all effects
of the things removed and disconnected from you today?
29. Do you desire the Most High God to apply all of these renunciations and requests to your
generational line going forward?
30. Do you desire the Most High God to re-lay within you a proper foundation of Jesus Christ as the
Chief Cornerstone of Your life and to give you keen discernment to be able to recognize and reject
anything coming from a false light or from false teachers or false prophets and to purify, bless,
and amplify your use in ministry going forward?
B. Ask the Ancient of Days in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ to:
1. Nullify with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ any contract that _________ or any part of
him/her made with the Angel of Light to acquire some of the false light;
2. Remove from him/her any such false light that he/she received and, if possible, remove it also
from any persons with whom he/she may have shared anything contaminated by it;
3. Completely disconnect _______ and his/her eye gate from the Angel of Light and all of his or
her attendants and guardians, from the Pyramid of Nothingness and its eye and the light and
power emanating from it and carried by the Angel of Light, from all of its deceptions, and from
all evil beings and ungodly entities of any kind or rank connected to the Angel of Light and/or
the Pyramid of Nothingness, including those at its apexes;
4. Remove from _______ any kind of empowering or sustaining core or shaft that connects
him/her to the domain of the Angel of Light and/or the Pyramid of Nothingness, along with all
connecting structures and any entities of an evil spiritual or ungodly nature connected to these
things; including any ancestral spirits and any kinds of manipulated life forms or robotic or
mechanical creatures;
5. Remove all powers of sorcery and alchemy from any framework structures along with any life
force, redeeming the life force according to Your will;
6. Remove all structures and manipulated life forms in all of their multi-dimensional and
transmutable representations, along with all mirror and holographic images, reflections,
shadows, back-up generations and self-replicating mechanisms, disconnecting everything that is
artificially made from all computers and handlers and disposing of them according to Your will
7. Disconnect _________ completely from the light of the Counterfeit Morning Star and any
powers of genesis it carries;
8. Completely disconnect _________ from all of the dimensions in which the Angel of Light
and/or the Counterfeit Morning Star operate and close these dimensions off from him/her;
9. Completely disconnect _______ from all the powers of yin and yang and the entire apparatus of
the revolving and reflecting of the black and white lights and powers of Lucifer’s Kingdom;
10. Break any connection of _______ to the triad of Lucifer, Lucifera, and the Angel of Light; the
powers they carry; and the hierarchy of evil and ungodly entities connected to them;
11. Break any connection of _______ to any triad of Lucifer, the Queen of Heaven, and the Angel
of Light and the hierarchy of evil and ungodly entities connected to them;
12. Sever all triads formed with _______, the Angel of Light, and any ancestral spirit or any other
spiritual being of any kind, including any Nephilim, Rephaim, animal, or hybrid spirits;
13. Sever and disconnect ________ completely from any triad of the Angel of Light, an animal
spirit, and an ancestral spirit in him/her;
14. Disconnect ________ completely from any rotating use of his/her body by an ancestral spirit,
animal spirit, the Angel of Light, or any other ungodly spirit;
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15. Remove all toxins and/or debris left behind in _______’s body, soul, or spirit by the inhabitation
of any of these, and cleanse his/her body, soul, and spirit with the blood of the Lord Jesus
Christ;
16. Disconnect _______ from any network of shape-shifters that might have influence over him/her;
17. Break all ungodly relationship bonds between _______ and:
 The Angel of Light and all entities at all apexes and junctures of the Pyramid of
Nothingness;
 All evil and ungodly spirits, ancestral spirits, and animal spirits involved in triad connections
to you;
 Any false teachers or prophets whose influence he/she have been under;
 Any network of shape-shifters that might have influence over him/her;
 All people and entities with whom these people and entities are or were in ungodly relationship
bonds.
19. Remove and disconnect every evil spiritual being; ungodly entity; familial spirit; usurped power,
force, energy, light, life force, mist, wind, slime; manipulated life form or structure; robotic or
mechanical creature; and everything else that gained access to __________ through these ungodly
bonds;
20. Remove every part of their souls, spirits, or life forces that intermingled with ________’s and
return to him/her, cleansed by the blood of Jesus Christ, any part of his/her soul or spirit that
intermingled with theirs; and when these exchanges are complete, sever the spiritual conduits
between them, close them, and seal them with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ;
21. Pass judgment on all evil spiritual beings and ungodly entities removed from _________, dispatch
them to the destinations of Your choosing, as appropriate, fill the evacuated places with Your true
Holy Spirit, and close and seal the portals and orifices they used for access with the blood of the
Lord Jesus Christ;
22. Cleanse with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ and Your living water every part of ________’s
spirit, soul, and body, down to a cellular and intracellular level, including his/her DNA, RNA,
mitochondria, epigenetic markers, and the very image in which You made him/her; of all effects of
being connected to the Angel of the Light, the Pyramid of Nothingness, and all that was connected
to them;
23. Nullify with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ any curses set to be released should _________
disconnect from the things and entities that he/she just did;
24. Apply everything that was requested for __________ to his/her generational line going forward.
Lord Jesus Christ, as _______’s true Advocate, please step in and correct anything we have said
inaccurately or incompletely and cover anything we have missed in order to set him/her completely
free from the Angel of Light, the Pyramid of Nothingness, and everything connected to them.
Re-lay within _______ a proper foundation of Jesus Christ as the Chief Cornerstone and give
him/her keen discernment to be able to recognize and reject anything coming from a false light or
from false teachers or false prophets. Purify, bless, and amplify _______’s use in ministry going
forward.
Ancient of Days, please seal the work that was done today and command that no retaliation or
retribution whatsoever is permitted.
Thank you for all You have done today. I pray this in Jesus’ Name, Amen.
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